
Objective :
Players start working on passing, ball striking and staying in space. Understanding the correct technique 
of striking with the inside of the foot.

Organization:
Play a 3v2 or other ‘numbers up’ game. Use 
nets or cone goals and make sure to rotate 
the ‘numbers down’ players. 

Conditions :
The number of passes the team makes before 
scoring is how many goals it is worth.

Coaching Points : When passing/shooting, make sure we are ‘balanced’ – plant foot next to ball, hips 
and body pointing where we want the ball to go. Ball should be : Firm, Flat, Accurate. Use the inside of 
the foot.

Organization: Players are paired up, with 1 
ball per pair. To start with they move around 
and each time they pass through the yellow 
cones to their partner, they get a goal. Make 
it a competition.
Progressions : Ladder game = make 1 pass at 
the first gate, 2 at the second etc. See who 
gets highest. Inside/Outside = 1st pass comes 
inside the cones, 2nd pass comes outside.
Add defenders who can block goals for 3 
seconds

Coaching Points : Passing technique – use inside, plant next to the ball, lean forward. Kick ‘through’ the 
ball and step forward. Start slowly and then progress to passing on the move. Being between the goal is 
like being ‘open’ in a game.

Intro activity/Warm Up :

Activity 1 :



Objective :
Players start working on passing, ball striking and staying in space. Understanding the correct technique 
of striking with the inside of the foot.

Organization: 2v1 with attackers starting 
diagonal from each other. Att 1 dribbles into 
the area to begin. If defender wins the ball, 
attack the counter goal. Go back to the same 
line and rotate every couple of minutes.

Progressions : Number of passes equals value 
of a goal scored (5 passes = 5 goals).

Coaching Points : Passing technique – use inside, plant next to the ball, lean forward. Kick ‘through’ the 
ball and step forward. The pass has to be harder to miss the defender. Ask attackers to get the most 
open – furthest away from defender where they can see the ball.

Organization:
Play a 3v3 or 2v2 to nets or cone goals. 
Restarts can be a dribble in or kick in. Players 
can shoot from a kick in of they choose!

Conditions :
Make a pass before scoring to get 2 goals.

Coaching Points : Passing/shooting technique – use inside, plant next to the ball, lean forward. Kick 
‘through’ the ball and step forward. Passes have to be harder to miss the defenders. Ask attackers to get 
the most open – furthest away from defender where they can see the ball.

Activity 2 :

Small Sided Games :




